
Lifting(ST) 
Leaping(ST) 



Power Stunts 
Red Intensity 1-3 

Yellow Intensity 4-5 

Green Intensity 6-10 

Popularity 



Random Direction Charts 

Random direction chart 

Roll 

1d10 
Direction 

1 Straight up 

2 Forward 

3 Forward and right 

4 Right 

5 Back and right 

6 Back 

7 Back and left 

8 Left 

9 Forward and left 

10 Straight down 

Random directions fom a charging 

attack 

Roll 1d10 Direction 

1-2 Straight back 

3-4 Back and right 

5-6 Back and left 

7 Straight right 

8 Straight left 

9 Straight up 

10 Straight down 

Throwing 

Combat Sequence 
1. The Judge determines actions. 

2. The Players determine and state actions. 

3. Initative is rolled. 

4. Pre-Action rolls are made. 

5. Actions of the side that has initative are made and resolved. 

6. Actions of the side that lost initative are made and resolved. 

Charging (End) 

Must move at least 1 area. +1CS for each area moved 

through (+3max). 

Miss Goes on with ½ Speed. 

Hit Damage 

Slam Damage+Slam 

Stun Damage+Stun 

Damage 

Endurance/BodyArmor rank number 

(whichever is higher) + 2*area 

moved through. (BA reflect damage) 

Entangling (with weapons) 

1st Round 
Agility Feat against material 

strength 

2nd Round+ 
Strength Feat against material 

strength 

Multiple Attacks 

Single Roll 

Adjacent foes;(Blunt slugfest, 

Escaping, Energy and Force 

Powers); -4CS 

Multiple 

Actions 

2: Remakable -1CS 

3: Amazing -1CS 

Miss: -3CS 

Initative (In) Modi 
0-10 0 

11-20 1 

21-30 2 

31-40 3 

41-50 4 

51-75 5 

76+ 6 

Dead? (EN) 
Die Instant Death 

Endurance 

Loss 
Start dieing (endurance loss) 

E/S Only if edged/shooting attack 



Falling Areas/ 

Turn 

1st 

Round 
3 

2nd 

Round 
8 

3rd 

Round 
10 

4th 

Round+ 
20 

Holding one‘s breath 
Each round a character holds their breath, make an Endurance FEAT. 

Feilure indicates that they must breathe in the next round or pass out 

for 1-10 rounds during which normal breating will take place, if 

possible. 

Take the number of rounds they have been holding their breath as a 

rank number . The intensity of the required FEAT is that Rank. 

(Holding your breath for 8 rounds is a Good intensity FEAT.) 

Automatic and impossible FEATS are applied. (A character with 

Remarkable endurance can hold their breath for 4 rounds easily. A 

character with Poor endurance can‘t hold their breath for 10 rounds.) 

If the intensity is an impossible FEAT the character has been holding 

their breath too long and will have to breath in the next round or suffer 

the outcome. 

Groundstrike/Shockwave 

Groundstrike: Energy attack is converted to force attack.  If more 

damage is done than material strength= success. Damage = material 

strenght. A hole results in an Agility FEATfor the target to not be 

trapped. 

Shockwave: For edge/blunt slugfest attacks. Needs strength two 

ranks higher than the material strength. Results in a wave that travels 

2 Areas and makes a charging attack with attackers strength, but only 

to stun and slam. 

Combined Attack 

Both inflict damage at +-1cs. The higher ones damage is increased by 

one rank. But only if the lower one succeed in an Agility FEAT. The 

higher one still has to hit the target. 

Blindsiding 

+2CS to hit and no karma is allowed on the slam, stun or kill FEAT 

roll.  

Luring 

Attacker gains +2CS to hit, but defender free defensive maneuver. If 

successfull, attacker hit target behind defender. Defenders choice. 
Normal running 
speed (EN) 
Feeble 1 

Pr – Ex 2 

RM 3 

IN  4  (optional Rule) 

AM 5  (optional Rule) 

FN 6  (optional Rule) 

SP 7  (optional Rule) 

MN 8  (optional Rule) 

WN 9  (optional Rule) 

UN+ 10 (optional Rule) 

Stun+Dmg 
No effect Only dmg 

1 round Target is knocked down. No action next turn. 

1-10 rounds D10 rounds no actions. 

Slam+Dmg 

No Slam Only dmg 

Stagger Dmg+ knock back 1-2 steps/on his knees 

Slam 
Target is kocked back 1 area. With dmg, attacker , 

witout defender choose direction 

Grand Slam 
Target is knocked back strength in speed areas. 

Direction see Slam. 

Running/Flying (in combat) 
Moving half your running 

Speed and attacking (round 

down) 

-0 CS on any action 

Movin your running speed 

and attacking 
-1 CS on any action 

Go for it (Agility feat) 

Success: +1 Area 

Miss: tumbles to the 

ground 

Flying ac/deceleration 

Accelerates with 

running speed/half the 

current speed 

Landing/low altitude 

At running 

speed/ground speed 

or agility feat  


